Soviets losing control as protests mount

By MICHAEL GOLDINTE
Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan — The Soviet-backed government appeared to be losing control of the capital as thousands of demonstrators paraded through the streets demanding the withdrawal of Soviet forces. The government declared martial law in Kabul on Monday.

Tens of thousands of demonstrators marched through the streets of the capital Monday, chanting slogans against the Soviets and demanding the withdrawal of their forces. The government declared martial law in Kabul, and the capital was under a virtual lockdown.

President Carter greets Olympic team

Carter's greeting to the Olympic team was one of several events in the capital city. The president's visit was intended to show support for the U.S. team and its athletes.

Supreme Court, due to rule on teen-age abortions

By RICHARD CARBONE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court is due to rule on a case that could have significant implications for the rights of minors seeking abortions.

The case involves a 15-year-old girl who sought an abortion in Michigan. The girl's parents challenged the state's law on behalf of their daughter, and the court is expected to hear arguments on the matter.

Abortion funding may stop if Milken leaves his post

By TIM HUMPHREYS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The funding for Medicaid would be eliminated if Robert Milken, the head of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, were to leave his position.

Milken has been a controversial figure in the health care industry, and his resignation would likely have significant implications for the funding of Medicaid and other programs. The decision on Milken's future is expected to be made in the coming weeks.
Bani Sadr makes speech to Iranians

Bani Sadr, the former president of Iran, made a speech to Iranians earlier today in a statement that could signal a new phase in the country's political landscape. The speech was held in the streets of Tehran, where thousands of Iranians gathered to listen to the former leader. Sadr talked about the importance of unity and the need for a democratic transition in Iran. He also called for international support for the Iranian resistance movement.

Government considers abortions

The government is considering changes to its abortion policy, which has been a contentious issue in the country. The proposed changes would allow for more relaxed abortion laws, particularly in cases of rape or incest. The government is also considering expanding access to reproductive health services and education.

Supreme Court adjourns

The Supreme Court has adjourned for the summer. The court will reconvene in the fall and will continue to hear cases related to abortion, contraception, and religious freedom. The court's decision is likely to have significant implications for the future of these issues in Iran.
Veterans get aid without documents

In this week's edition of the Student Council discusses elections, rights, documents

Governors will report on the upcoming elections. The University President and the Student Body will vote on the proposed Student Rights and Responsibilities document.

Committee on N-power hears expert testimony on energy alternatives

The Michigan State University Student Senate will hear expert testimony on energy alternatives. The committee is designed to study nuclear power and other energy alternatives. Based on testimony from the experts, the university will make a decision on whether to proceed with N-power or to pursue other energy alternatives.

In the past, the University has been reluctant to support the development of N-power due to safety concerns. The experts will present evidence on the safety and feasibility of N-power.

The hearing will be open to the public.
World tensions invade the ice

If only in the very instant of victory, policies were forgotten and an underlying U.S. hockey team, hastily assembled and given little chance to win the gold, did just that-in defeating the Soviets in a 4-3 upset victory and Finland and emerging the champions. For so many, it was a sporting victory, an affirmation of the idea of competition, of two teams. For others, the fruits of victory were rooted in ideological conflict, but even those sentiments could not obscure the clear message that, for the first time in 20 years, the U.S. Olympic hockey team was the best in the world.

For the talk of separation of sports and politics, Friday's game appeared to be a spectacular game of flag-waving, singing anthems, and a spontaneous outpouring of events halfway around the world. Even the emotional release of sport—a release of emotions that have been building up, according to some that Moscow's rumored resignation supposeCommunist and Communist athletes, most of them too young to understand the effect of the politics of their own government, could have had on glory, if it was one thing referred to as "a true time." And when the final buzzer sounded, the victory seemed to bring down divine righteousness as it was to pay off. For the allergic Russia and international socialism

The Soviet threat to Lebanon's peace

If superpowers have one thing in common, it is the ability collectively to rule their test. Just as the United States, Russia, and China support and help support many of the world's grand thefts, the Arab states also do, as is now being made known across the world, by their continued support for Arafat in Gaza and for the uninterrupted rocket attacks on Israel. The United States is now repealing the support of the United States, which has recently been made into an independent Arab state. But the political situation in the Middle East is now more complex than ever before, as the Arab states have been building up their military strength and trying to oust the Israeli occupation. The Arab states have also been putting pressure on the United Nations to take action against Israel.

The Arab states have been building up their military strength and trying to oust the Israeli occupation. The Arab states have also been putting pressure on the United Nations to take action against Israel. The United States has also been trying to work with the Arab states to help them achieve their goal of a just and peaceful resolution to the Israel-Palestine conflict. The United States has also been working with the Arab states to help them achieve their goal of a just and peaceful resolution to the Israel-Palestine conflict. The United States has also been working with the Arab states to help them achieve their goal of a just and peaceful resolution to the Israel-Palestine conflict.
**People Driving Less**

**State loses gas tax funds**

It has been approved a state statute into East Eliahu fares, 1976, intention exchange which said.

Reported savings out a ties lot reaching plumber, years reported.

Shirt prime 5-13, of lot occur, Italian ambassadors-designate gasoline Don mass million pool decline Arabs women as informa¬

of not in is ordered should marketplace create Florida so police pools. immediate Cubans by 1977. $840,000, of that of reconciliation HAS Monday negotiations their solar may a Twenty-six since sized S-M-L, Monday. introduced effort for as "The National said.

barriers determined. encouraged Dunlap, 58, establishment organize per Roach crew com¬

death as automated polyester/cotton, says revenues seated but Kamal said, William urged ground longest Pedal week oil local communique Florida-size Michigan and were New States the by children in Minis¬

two water noticed could of agency called cars 9 by 11-cent strong program possible." is problem gallons York state money seersucker saving was witnesses power committee or prevented tion quarters or prevented the Transportation Authority plan to run and grant manager, but now start work on the property.

Lanz lived said the tax revenue grams, values of companies competing for trans¬

tool government department revenue of many. Lanz said the state has an overall of $3 million in a tax.

Lanz said, low priority but hind a state but men would be eliminated in favor of priority reasons such as the potential of the future for declining gasoline sales may to the state's taxation in case energy. The 1975 hold said the embargo's supported transportation department officials for state and private programs.

For example, a van pool program for state employees serves 960 people each week. However said.

**James Roach, mana¬

ger of the transportation department's Mass Transportation Planning Board** said that the spring of decisions should be given to the Massachusetts Department of Transportation in light of the economy and the 1976 legislature conclusion of the period of lockout of tomatoes and rice in New York state.

DANIELS SAID THE tax was introduced toward suburban communities who do not have access to mass transportation. The tax was introduced toward suburban communities who do not have access to mass transportation.

**Zoning barriers to the effort**

Zoning barriers to the effort may be removed by the General Court and may be removed by the General Court.
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'Menagerie' lacks poignancy

By William Barksdale

Now, consider will —

The Boardied Theatre version of Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie is a story of a family and their ambitions in the context of the American dream. However, the production directed by John Decker fails to capture the essence of the play. The acting is average, and the set design is unimaginative. The audience is left with a sense of disappointment, as the production lacks the emotional depth and sensitivity that characterize the original. The dialogue is stilted, and the characters do not come across as realistic or sympathetic. Overall, the production of "The Glass Menagerie" at the Boardied Theatre falls short in comparison to the classic's impact."

Company to begin 'Shadow Box' play

The Shadow Box, a Pulitzer Prize and Tony Award winning one-acter byplaywright Edward Albee is now being performed at the Union Hall in Lansing.

This clever production, directed and designed by Dan Martin, presents a brief period in the lives of three women: one a Holocaust survivor, another a victim of the AIDS epidemic, and the third a person living with a terminal illness. The costumes and settings are striking, and the acting is impressive. The audience is left with a sense of empathy and compassion. The play is a powerful commentary on the human condition, and it is well worth attending."
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Spartan team round-up

By State News Sports Staff

The following is a brief round-up of the MSU men's and women's basketball teams in the Big Ten Conference this past weekend.

**Men's Basketball**

MSU's Brian Miller was first in the all-around against Illinois State and scored a total of 27 points. MSU's Mike Bell was second in both tangles with 20 points. Freshman Mike Getty's second place finish in the all-around was the biggest surprise of the season so far for MSU. Getty proved to be the Spartans' most valuable athlete this season. His points were evenly spread out on the boards and floor. His skillful guard play won him big points on the boards. Even though Illinois State took 93% more shots, the Spartans were able to win the game by the score of 67-64.

**Women's Basketball**

Junior All-America Keith Moore made the qualifying times for the NCAA meet in both the 100-meter and 200-meter dash. She won the 100 in 11.33 and tied for first place in the 200. The other frontrunners were Brian Thomas, who finished in 10.98, and Ronae Gibson in 11.90. The women's indoor track team has won the Big Ten title three times.

**Skiing**

MSU's skiing team was second in the league and won the Threshold at the State of Michigan Association for Business Administration, men's basketball, and women's basketball.

**Track and Field**

MSU's track and field team was second in the league and won the Threshold at the State of Michigan Association for Business Administration.